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Chapter 1 : The mystery of the star ruby ( edition) | Open Library
I read The Mystery of the Star Ruby for a project at Waukazoo Elementary. I thought it was a good book because it is a
boxcar mystery and the kids are detectives that solve mysteries and they are in the same family.

Violet turned from the front seat of the car. Jessie, who was twelve, knew how Benny felt. Can we go there? Is
it a dog made of rocks? They turned off the main highway, following signs that led them from one twisting
road to another. Jessie worried they would never find the gem mineâ€”or their way out again! At last the thick
woods parted to reveal a clearing. A large sign with a giant painted red jewel proclaimed they had arrived at
Ruby Hollow. Grandfather followed the driveway into a crowded parking lot. They got out of the car and
walked up a flower-lined path to a series of wooden buildings. At the main building, a man in a cowboy hat
opened the entrance door and waved them inside. I hope you plan to stay because we have lots to do here.
Besides the mine, we have hiking trails, a restaurant, a museum, and a gem-cutting shop. Cecil Knight tapped
a poster on the wall in the lobby. It lasts a week. The person who finds the largest ruby by the end of the week
wins first place. The pictures showed people holding red or blue stones. Some of the stones were pretty big.
And our on-site jeweler will set the stone in the mounting of their choice. Solid gold, of course. The boy in
that photo was twelve years old. He found a 1,carat sapphire worth eleven thousand dollars. He wanted to start
digging for gems right away. Knight led the way down a short hall. Knotty-pine paneled walls were crowded
with more photographs. But these pictures were older, in black and white instead of color. While Grandfather
registered, Benny studied a photo of two boys standing by a big wooden wheel. One boy grinned into the
camera, but the other slouched with his hands in his pockets, frowning. Once they were checked in, Mr.
Knight explained some of the procedures. All our specialty buckets are guaranteed to produce gemstones.
There are plenty of stones in this region! If you look carefully, you can actually find rubies along the roads. As
they walked back to the car, Grandfather pointed out the two empty cabins. And the one two doors down is
Mica. Benny liked the one he was sharing with Henry. It had pine bunk beds and old-fashioned mining lamps
hanging on the walls. I want to start looking for rubies. At the end was a booth. Grandfather paid the entry fees
to the girl inside. A waterwheel turned wooden paddles, supplying a steady stream of fresh creek water that
flowed through a long, V-shaped wooden trough. People lined both sides of the trough, sifting dirt in
mesh-screened trays. Near one end of the flume was a stack of mesh-bottomed trays. Grandfather scanned the
brochure. The Aldens found places along the flume. People shifted to make room for them. A young man with
sandy hair and glasses smiled at Benny. Benny nodded, holding up his tray. My name is Jonathan Merrill.
Benny wrinkled his nose. Some of the mud washes down the flume. You have to do this until the water runs
clear. So they look like rocks at first. There are displays to help you see what rubies and other gems look like
with and without matrix. He held up a black rock. Benny put his sapphire in his pocket. But it is dinnertime.
They all turned in their trays and washed up at the old-fashioned outdoor pump. The restaurant was inside the
main building. Outside the entrance, the menu was written on a chalkboard. Guests dined family-style at the
big pine tables. Jonathan and the Aldens sat down. He popped a hush puppy in his mouth, enjoying the
crunchy sweetness of fried cornmeal and onion. Sybil grinned at him. But I keep coming back to Ruby
Hollow. A large pinkish rock with red glints tumbled onto his place mat. His napkin fell to the floor. Henry
bent down to pick it up, but Donald planted his foot on the red-checked cloth. Knight poured coffee into his
cup, Donald took a long time to retrieve his napkin. Let me explain the Ruby Hollow grading system. I use the
Three Bears story to make it easy to remember. Any gem under fifteen carats is called a Baby Bear. A Mama
Bear gem is fifteen to thirty carats, worth cutting for jewelry. And a Papa Bear is any gem over thirty carats.
Just like your weight is measured in pounds. Knight said, moving on to the next table. Violet had been
thinking about the Three Bears story. Is there a Goldilocks size of ruby? A brilliant red stone glittered in a ring
on her left hand. A star ruby is polished smooth so you can see the rays inside. I think the family had a
falling-out sometime after that. But Cecil has been running this mine ever since I can remember. At the same
moment, Donald rose from his chair so abruptly he collided with her. Henry jumped up in time to save the tray
from crashing to the floor. Jessie was still thinking about the contest.
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Chapter 2 : Books similar to The Mystery of the Star Ruby (The Boxcar Children, #89)
The book 'The Mystery of the Star Ruby' from the series the Boxcar Children follow the Alden children: Henry, Jessie,
Violet, and Benny. This book brings me back to my childhood since the Boxcar Children series was one of the first
chapter books I read.

Listen in to omegaradio. With every song, you will hear many music influences, all guaranteed to move your
soul and other nasty parts of your body. Have a drink, grab a groove and let the music kick you in the ass. We
promise to get your blood a pumpin and your bootie a jumpin. Our sound is like taking an ice cream churn
filled with groove, shaking it up and funking with it so it will diddle your happy place. The "Projections"
collection relies on numerous clinical studies to offer a musical support - which has shown itself to be
effective - for those who seek to improve their personal well-being. Making this music resonate along with the
mental and affective sphere in each person can serve to reveal and activate the subconscious and its driving
archetypes. It is therefore particularly recommended for use by psychotherapists and sophrologists However,
these sectors of activity are not exhaustive. Finally, teachers of drawing and painters have appreciated it for its
stimulating effect on the imagination. We play only my original stuff. I use a synthesizer, acoustic guitar,
electric guitar, and all roland recording equipment. My son plays drums and has actually got quite good. I
started playing guitar at a early age with my dad. Honky tonk, I think it was. Well when the Beatles came out,
it was all over. I was hooked on rock and roll. I sound a lot like John Lennon, not that I could compare myself
to him. I plan on doing a cover of working class hero because I sound so much like him on that song. All those
who do make it to the top have one thing in common, they understand that there are two elements that make it
possible for them to reach the top: Tom Sabella learned the business side of the music industry from the
ground
Chapter 3 : Boxcar Kids - The Mystery of the Star Ruby
After 75 years, Gertrude Chandler Warner's The Boxcar Children series is becoming a series of animated films. The
films will be based on some of the most cherished books in children's literature.

Chapter 4 : The Boxcar Children # 89 The Mystery of the Star Ruby | Rise To Reading
The mystery of the star ruby by Gertrude Chandler Warner, , A. Whitman edition, in English.

Chapter 5 : The Mystery of the Star Ruby (Gertrude Chandler Warner) Â» Read Online Free Book
The Alden children are visiting a gem mine that is holding its annual gem-hunting competition. With a little instruction
and the right gear, the Aldens have everything they need to begin their search.

Chapter 6 : The Mystery of the Star Ruby by Gertrude Chandler Warner - FictionDB
The Mystery of the Star Ruby (The Boxcar Children Series #89) by Gertrude Chandler Warner The Alden children are
visiting a gem mine that is holding its annual gem-hunting competition. It's not long before Jessie makes a fabulous find.

Chapter 7 : The Boxcar Children Mysteries: The Mystery of the Star Ruby 89 (, Paperback) | eBay
Get this from a library! The mystery of the star ruby. [Gertrude Chandler Warner; Hodges Soileau] -- The Aldens take
part in a hunt at a gem mine and discover that someone is out to sabotage the contest.

Chapter 8 : calendrierdelascience.com | The Mystery of the Star Ruby
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The Boxcar Children have entered the Ruby Hollow Gem Mine's annual gem-hunting competition. With a little instruction
and the right gear, the Aldens have everything they need to become real rock hounds!

Chapter 9 : The Mystery of the Star Ruby - Albert Whitman & Company
The Boxcar Children have entered the Ruby Hollow Gem Mine's annual gem-hunting competition. With a little instruction
and the right gear, the Aldens have everything they need to become real rock hounds! They have a natural talent for
rock-finding, and it's not long before Jessie makes a fabulous.
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